
No./50: 50
DAL/WE33-001 (RR) 0/0 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - [(1) Put 1 <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> character from your Waiting 
Room on the bottom of your Clock] When this is placed on stage from hand, 
you may pay cost. If you do, search your deck for up to 1 Level 1 or lower 
character, show it to your opponent, add it to hand, and shuffle your deck 
afterwards. OFR

DAL/WE33-002 (RR) 1/0 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - If all your characters are <Date> or <Celestial Spirit>, this gets 
+1000 power.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} - When the Choice CX (024) is placed on your 
Climax Area, if you have another <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> character, this 
gets the following 2 abilities until the end of turn:

- "CONT - The character across from this cannot return to hand, move to 
other slots or go to memory."

- "AUTO - When this card's battle opponent is Reversed, choose up to 1 
<Date> or <Spirit> character from your Waiting Room, you may add it to 
hand"

OFR

DAL/WE33-003 (RR) 3/2 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - For each of your Back Row <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> characters, 
this gets +1000 power.

CONT - ALARM - If this is on top of your Clock, your Level is 2 or higher, 
and you have 4 or more <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> characters, this gains 
the following ability: "ACT - [(2) Discard 1 card] Place this on stage in any 
slot, then put the top card of your deck into Clock."

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand or via the ACT ability of 
{this card}, you may Heal 1.



DAL/WE33-004 (RR) 3/2 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - At the start of your Encore Step, the turn this was placed on stage 
from hand, you may Heal 1.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When this attacks, if you have the Choice CX (025) in 
the Climax Area, choose 1 of your characters, this turn, it gets +1000 power, 
also this turn, this gains the following ability: "AUTO - [(2) Discard 1 card] At 
the end of this card's attack, you may pay cost. If you do, choose 1 card in 
your clock and deal X damage to your opponent. X equals the level of the 
chosen card +1."

Clarification: she gives +1000 to another character, and the burn ability to 
herself.

SP

DAL/WE33-005 (R) 0/0 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - When this attacks, you may choose 1 of your <Date> or <Celestial 
Spirit> characters, this turn, it gets +1500 power.

AUTO - ALARM - If this is on top of your Clock, at the beginning of your 
opponent's Climax Phase all of your <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> characters 
gain the following ability until the end of turn: "AUTO - [Discard 1 Card] When 
this is Front Attacked, you may pay cost. If you do, this turn, this gets +2000 
power."

DAL/WE33-006 (R) 0/0 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - When the Climax with a Choice Trigger is placed on your Climax 
Area, this turn, all your characters get +500 power.

ACT - {CX COMBO} BRAINSTORM [(1) Rest this] Flip over the top 4 cards 
of your deck, then send them to Waiting Room. For each {New 1/0 Kurumi 
Choice CX - 024} or {New 3/2 Kurumi Choice CX - 025} among them, 
choose up to 1 character from your Waiting Room, add it to hand, choose 1 
of your characters, and this turn, it gets +1000 power.



DAL/WE33-007 (R) 1/0 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - All of your other <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> characters get +500 
power.

AUTO - [(1) Put the top card of your deck into Clock] When this is placed on 
stage from hand, you may pay cost. If you do, search your deck for up to 1 
{New 3/2 Kurumi CXC}, show it to your opponent, add it to hand, and shuffle 
your deck afterwards.

ACT - RESONATE [Rest this, reveal {New 3/2 Kurumi CXC - 004} from 
your hand] Choose a card in your clock, add it to hand, then choose a card in 
your hand, place it in clock.

DAL/WE33-008 (R) 1/0 Hibiki (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - MEMORY - During your turn, if you have a card in Memory, this gets 
+2500 power, and gains the following ability: "AUTO - When this attacks, if 
the Level of the character across from this is 2, this turn, this gets +6000 
power."

DAL/WE33-009 (R) 1/0 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - When this is sent from stage to Waiting Room, look at up to 4 cards 
from the top of your deck, choose up to 1 Yellow Climax from among them, 
show it to your opponent, add it to hand, and send the rest to Waiting Room. 
If you added a card to hand, discard 1 card.

ACT - [Send this to Waiting Room] Choose 1 of your <Date> or <Celestial 
Spirit> characters, this turn, it gets +2000 power.



DAL/WE33-010 (R) 2/1 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - ASSIST +2000 to Level 3 or higher characters in front of this card.

ACT - [Rest this] Choose a <Date> or <Spirit> character from your Waiting 
Room, and put it on the top or bottom of your Clock. If you did, at the end of 
the turn, put the bottom card of your Clock into Waiting Room.

DAL/WE33-011 (R) 3/2 Kurumi & Hibiki (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - For each of your other characters with "Kurumi" or "Hibiki" in its 
name, this gets +500 power.

AUTO - (1) When this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If you 
do, your opponent sends all of their Stock to Waiting Room, then puts an 
equal number of cards from the top of their deck into Stock.

DAL/WE33-012 (U) 0/0 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - [Shuffle 2 characters from your Waiting Room into your deck] When 
this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If you do, this turn, this 
does not suffer Soul Penalty when Side Attacking.

AUTO - When this attacks, choose 1 of your <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> 
characters, this turn, it gets +1500 power.



DAL/WE33-013 (U) 0/0 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - [(1) Discard 1 Climax] When this is placed on stage from hand, you 
may pay cost. If you do, choose 1 Climax from your Waiting Room, and add 
it to hand.

DAL/WE33-014 (U) 1/1 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - When this is Reversed, if the battle opponent's Level is higher than 
your opponent's Level, you may send that character to Stock. If you do, send 
the bottom card of your opponent's Stock to Waiting Room.

DAL/WE33-015 (U) 3/2 Hibiki (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, choose up to 1 of your 
opponent's characters, and return it to hand.

AUTO - [(1) Send this to Memory] When this is Reversed, you may pay cost. 
if you do, choose 1 {3/2 White Queen - 027} from your Waiting Room, and 
place it RESTED on stage in this card's former slot.



DAL/WE33-016 (C) 0/0 Kurumi (Date)

CONT - MEMORY - If you have a {0/0 Sawa - 035} in your Memory, this gets 
+2000 power and the following ability: "AUTO - (1) When this attacks, you 
may pay cost. If you do, during the Trigger Step of this attack, perform 
Trigger Check twice"

ACT - [(1) Send this Standing character to Memory] Choose 1 {3/2 Kurumi 
CXC - 004} from your Waiting Room, and add it to hand.

DAL/WE33-017 (C) 0/0 Hibiki (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - You can play Climaxes without meeting color requirement.

CONT - All of your other <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> characters get +500 
power.

DAL/WE33-018 (C) 1/0 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - Shift Lv0

ACT - BACKUP +1500



DAL/WE33-019 (C) 1/0 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)
CONT - If your opponent controls a <Cat> character, this cannot attack.

CONT - MEMORY - If you have a {0/0 Kurumi - 016} in your Memory, this 
gets +3000 power.

CONT - MEMORY - If you have a {0/0 Sawa - 035} in your Memory, this 
gains the following ability: "AUTO - (1) When this attacks, you may pay cost. 
If you do, during the Trigger Step of this attack, perform Trigger Check twice"

DAL/WE33-020 (C) 1/0 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - This ability activates up to twice per turn. When your character is 
placed into the Clock Area from hand, this turn, this gets +3000 power.

AUTO - ENCORE [Discard 1 character]

DAL/WE33-021 (C) 2/1 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - When you use this card's BACKUP, choose 1 of your battling 
characters, this turn, it gains the following ability: "AUTO - When this card's 
battle opponent is Reversed, send it to Memory."

ACT - BACKUP +3000



DAL/WE33-022 (C) 2/1 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - During your turn, if you have 2 or more other <Date> or <Celestial 
Spirit> characters, this gets +4000 power.

AUTO - ALARM - If this is on top of your Clock, and you have a <Date> or 
<Celestial Spirit> character, at the beginning of your Climax Phase, choose 1 
of your characters, this turn, it gains the following ability: "AUTO - When this 
is card's battle opponent becomes reversed, you may send that character to 
Stock. If you do, send the bottom card of your opponent's Stock to Waiting 
Room."

DAL/WE33-023 (U) 1/0 Event

Choose a card in your hand and you may put it on the bottom of your clock. If 
you do, search your deck for up to 2 characters with "Kurumi" in its name, 
show it to your opponent, add it to hand, and shuffle your deck afterwards.

DAL/WE33-024 (R) Choice CX

Same SP art as the 049 Gold Bar CX, but different card name.

SP



DAL/WE33-025 (C) Choice CX

Alt art is the standard EB foil, I assume.

DAL/WE33-026 (RR) 1/0 White Queen (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When this attacks, if you have the Gold Bar CX (049) 
in your Climax Area, and you have 2 or more other <Date> or <Celestial 
Spirit> characters, look at up to 3 cards from the top of your deck, choose up 
to 1 <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> character from among them, show it to your 
opponent, add it to hand, send the rest to Waiting Room, then choose 1 of 
your other <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> characters, this turn, it gets +1500 
power.

DAL/WE33-027 (RR) 3/2 White Queen (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand or via the AUTO ability of 
{3/2 Hibiki - 015}, you may Heal 1.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When this attacks, if you have the Gold Bar CX (050) 
in the Climax Area, and you have another <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> 
character, choose 1 of the 2 following effects and resolve it:

a) "Choose up to 2 cards from your opponent's Waiting Room, and shuffle 
them into your opponent's deck, then this turn, this gets +2 Soul."

b) "You may put the top 2 cards of your Stock to Waiting Room. If you do, 
deal 2 damage to your opponent."

SP



DAL/WE33-028 (R) 0/0 White Queen (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - (2) When this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If you 
do, choose 1 of your opponent's characters, move it to an opponent's empty 
slot.

ACT - BRAINSTORM [(1) Rest this] Flip over the top 4 cards of your deck, 
then send them to Waiting Room. For each Climax among them, choose up 
to 1 character from your Waiting Room, and add it to hand.

DAL/WE33-029 (R) 1/0 White Queen (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - All of your other characters with "White Queen" in its name gains the 
following ability: "AUTO - [Send 1 <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> character in 
your Memory to Waiting Room] At the start of your opponent's Attack Phase, 
you may pay cost. If you do, choose 1 of your <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> 
characters and this card, Stand them and swap their positions on stage.

CONT - All of your level 0 or lower characters gets +500 power and following 
ability: "AUTO - When this is Reversed, if you have 2 or less Memory, send 
this to Memory."

DAL/WE33-030 (R) 3/2 White Queen (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - If you have 2 or less Climaxes in your Waiting Room, this gets -1 
Level in hand.

CONT - If you have 2 or more other <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> character, 
this gets +2000 power.

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, draw up to 2 cards, then 
discard 1 card.



DAL/WE33-031 (U) 0/0 Panie (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - This card gains <Doll> while on Stage.

CONT - All of your other Level 0 or lower characters gain the following ability: 
"AUTO - ENCORE [Discard 1 character]"

ACT - [Rest 2 <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> characters] Choose 1 of your 
characters, this turn, it gets +2000 power.

DAL/WE33-032 (U) 0/0 Sawa (Date)

AUTO - [Discard 1 Climax] When this is placed on stage from hand, you may 
pay cost. If you do, choose 1 <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> character from 
your Waiting Room, and add it to hand.

AUTO - [Discard 1 card] When this is sent from stage to Waiting Room, you 
may pay cost. If you do, choose 1 {0/0 Kurumi - 016} or {0/0 Sawa - 035}, 
and add it to hand.

DAL/WE33-033 (U) 0/0 Yui (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - When this attacks, you may choose 1 of your <Date> or <Celestial 
Spirit> characters, this turn, it gets +1500 power.

AUTO - (1) When this is sent from stage to Waiting Room or Memory, if all of 
your characters are <Date> or <Celestial Spirit>, you may pay cost. If you do, 
search your deck for up to 1 {another copy of this card}, place it RESTED 
on stage in any slot, and shuffle your deck afterwards.



DAL/WE33-034 (U) 0/0 White Queen (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - Your other <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> character in the Front Row 
Center Slot gets +1000 power.

AUTO - When your character's Trigger Check reveals a Bar CX, you may 
draw 1 card. If you do, discard 1 card.

DAL/WE33-035 (U) 0/0 Sawa (Date)

ACT - (1) If you have 2 or less Memory, look at up to 3 cards from the top of 
your deck, choose up to 1 <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> character from among 
them, add it to hand, send the rest to Waiting Room, and send this to 
Memory.

DAL/WE33-036 (U) 1/0 White Queen (Date/Celestial Spirits)

CONT - MEMORY - If you have a {0/0 Sawa - 035} in your Memory, this gets 
+2000 power.

AUTO - [(1) Discard 1 card] When this is placed on stage from hand, you 
may pay cost. If you do, search your deck for up to 1 <Date> or <Celestial 
Spirit> character, show it to your opponent, add it to hand, and shuffle your 
deck afterwards.



DAL/WE33-037 (U) 1/0 Tsang (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - This card on stage gets -1 Level.

AUTO - When this card's battle opponent is Reversed, if you have a Climax 
in your Climax Area, you may put the top card of your deck into Stock.

DAL/WE33-038 (C) 0/0 White Queen (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, choose 1 of your 
opponent's Front Row characters, this turn, it gets -1000 power.

AUTO - [Discard 1 card] When this is placed on stage from hand, you may 
pay cost. If you do, choose 1 Date> or <Celestial Spirit> character from your 
Clock, add it to hand, and put the top card of your deck into Clock.

DAL/WE33-039 (C) 0/0 White Queen (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - ASSIST +500

ACT - [(2) Rest this] Search your deck for up to 1 <Date> or <Celestial 
Spirit> character, show it to your opponent, add it to hand, and shuffle your 
deck afterwards.



DAL/WE33-040 (C) 0/0 White Queen (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - You cannot play Events or BACKUPs from hand.

DAL/WE33-041 (C) 0/0 Isami (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - At the start of your Climax Phase, your opponent may send the top 2 
cards of their Stock to Waiting Room. If they do, this turn, this cannot Front 
Attack.

DAL/WE33-042 (C) 1/0 White Queen (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - MEMORY - If you have a card in your Memory, this gets +3000 
power.

AUTO - [Discard 1 Bar CX] When this attacks, you may pay cost. If you do, 
this turn, this gets +1500 power, and gains the following ability: "AUTO - 
When this card's battle opponent is Reversed, you may draw 1."



DAL/WE33-043 (C) 1/0 Isami (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - This card on stage gets -1 Level.

CONT - During your turn, this gets +4000 power.

DAL/WE33-044 (C) 1/0 Panie (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - This card on stage gets -1 Level and <Puppet>.

CONT - For each of your other Level 0 or lower characters, this gets +500 
power.

DAL/WE33-045 (C) 2/1 White Queen (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - ASSIST Level x 500

AUTO - When your character's Trigger Check reveals a Bar CX, you may 
draw 2 cards. If you do, discard 2 cards.



DAL/WE33-046 (C) 2/1 White Queen (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - For each of your other <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> characters in the 
Back Row, this gets +2000 power.

AUTO - [(1) Rest 1 of your other Standing <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> 
characters] During the turn this is placed on stage from hand, when this 
card's battle opponent is Reversed, you may pay cost. If you do, search your 
deck for up to 1 <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> character, show it to your 
opponent, add it to hand, and shuffle your deck afterwards.

DAL/WE33-047 (C) 2/1 Yui (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - This card on stage gets -2 Level.

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, choose 1 of your 
opponent's characters, until the end of your opponent's next turn, it gains the 
following ability: "CONT - This cannot move to other slots."

AUTO - When this is Reversed, if the battle opponent's Level is higher than 
your opponent's Level, you may send the top card of your opponent's Clock 
to Waiting Room. If you do, send that character to Clock.

DAL/WE33-048 (C) 2/1 Tsang (Date/Celestial Spirit)

CONT - This card on stage gets -2 Level.

AUTO - MEMORY - When this attacks, if you have 2 or more <Date> or 
<Celestial Spirit> characters in your Memory, this turn, this gets +X power. X 
is equal to the Level of the character in front of this times 2000.



DAL/WE33-049 (R) Gold Bar CX

Same SP art as the 024 Choice CX, but different card name.

SP

DAL/WE33-050 (C) Gold Bar CX

Alt art is the standard EB foil, I assume.

DAL/WE33-P01

Release tourney 
PR

(PR) 0/0 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - (2) When this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If you 
do, choose 1 of your opponent's characters, and return it to hand.

AUTO - When this attacks, choose 1 of your other characters with "Kurumi" 
or "Hibiki" in its name, this turn, it gets +1000 power.



DAL/WE33-P02

Revealed on 
products stream, 
no idea what this 
one's actually for

(PR) 0/0 Kurumi (Date/Celestial Spirit)

AUTO - At the start of your opponent's Attack Phase, you may mill 1. If that 
card is a <Date> or <Celestial Spirit> character, you may move this to an 
empty slot in your Front Row.


